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The Horizon Scanning Imager is an automated imaging system for determina-
tion of visibility during the daytime. This is accomplished through evaluation
of contrast transmission of the atmosphere, which is determined from the
measured radiance of dark targets near the horizon. The determination of
visibility during the daytime by the Horizon Scanning Imager is influenced by
a numnberof parameters, some measured and others input by the operator. These
include the measured target radiance, measured horizon radiance. and inherent
contrast of the target with respect to the horizon. This report contains a
sensitivity study, in which the impact of uncertainty in these parameters is
determined. On the basis of this study, specific recommendations are made to
improve the visibility determinations. The first set of recommendations relates

to the sensor accuracy and includes ways to improve the measurements and also
ways to mitigate the impact of the residual errors. The second set of recommen-
dations details strategies to minimize the impact of non-ideal measurement
conditions.
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I .0 INTRODUCrTiON

The determination of visibility during the daytime by the I lorizon Scanning Imager
(IISI) (Johnson et al, 1990) is influcnccd by a number of parameters, both measured and
input. The system -vworks essentially through nicasurcment of the rialtive r!diance of dark
targets and thie horizon sky, as explainCd in Johnson et al, I '9)). These measurements are
made for several taruets in each of several aziinuthal directions around the horizon. An
apparent contrast of the target with respect to the sky can he computed directly from the
measured radiances. Then tile visibility can he dcterrnined from the apparent contras, t. if the
inherent contrast of thie target with respect to tile sky, and the range to the target, are
known.

An early study of the impact of various theoretical uncertainties is included in Johnson
et al. 1989. lit this early study, the impact of uncertain inherent contrast, and overcast or
partly cloudy horizon sky conditions were considered, This current note extends the study
of tile impact of inherent contrast uncertainties, and also evaluates the impact of
measurement uncertainties. In particular. it is important to note which of the problem area,
can be readily controlled, and which represent basic limitations to tile accuracy of the
device.

This note will discuss specifically the sensitivity of visibility determinations to errors
in input Co, measured target relative radiance, measured horizon relative radiance. camera
linearity, and input target range. Each section first discusses how the sensitivity plots for
tile given parameter were derived. (Ni.meric examples are given in some cases.) This is
followed by a discussion of the results implied by the plots. .ach section then includes a,
discussion of the potential sources of these uncertainties, and potential means (,it
minimizing the uncertaintes.

2.0 SENSITIVITY TO INHlERENT CONTRAST VAIUES

The inherent contrast is defined by

Co L,- f L

where tL0 is the inherent target radiance, and bLo is the inherent background radiance.
Note that the word "inherent" signifies that the radiance is measured from a distance of 0.
Also note that if the target is black, JL, is equal to 0, and the inherent contrast stays fixed at
-1, even if the background radiance changes.

The HSI system does not measure Co. this value is an input set by the user. The
visibility is then computed I'roit t he equation

where r is range to the target, and c is tihe human contrast threshold associated with the
(definition of visibility. Cr is the teasured contrast, or the contrast at range r, defined by

- I -



iLr -- b br

I. -' 2.3

where tLr and bLr are the target and background radiances, respectively, at range r. For a
full discussion of these terms, see Duntley, 1957.

Equation 2.2 is the primary expression utilized by the IISI to derive visibility from the
measured contrast. This equation is derived in Johnson et al. 1989. The derivation
assumes that the contrast with respect to the horizon sky is used, and the horizon skv
radiance approximates the equilibrium radiance (1,q), defined in Johnson et al 1989, and
earlier references. A threshold F_ of .05 is normally used in the F-SI" this is the value of
human contrast threshold associated with the definition of visibility (ref. Douglas &
Booker, 1977).

There are a variety of phihloophical approaches to determining visibility with a system
such as the HSI. The humrian observer using non-ideal visual targets will make visibility
assessments which are not strictly] in accordance with the classically defined visibility. The

IST can simulate this human bias or rot, according to the needs of the application, through
appropriate changes to Eq. 2.2. Whereas these changes would affect the magnitude of the
determined visibility to a limited degree, they have little impact on the results of the
sensitivity study contained herein.

It should also be noted that although Co values are negative for dark targets, the human
visual response depends on the absoliut magnitude of CO; therefore positive Ce values have
been used in most of our reports, for ease of presentation. In this note, the negative sign
must be kept in some of the internal computations used to generate the plots, however the
positive sign has been used in presenting the results, for consistency with earlier work.

2. 1 Computation and Interpretation of the (C, Sensitivity Plots

The sensitivity of the derived visibility to uncertainties in the inherent contrast is
illustrated bv a series otl four plots, labeled "Test la" through "Test ld". The first plot,
laheled Test la. shows the sensitivity of derived visibility to changes in input C, when the
actual C,, value is 0.8. That is. if we are measuring a target which has an inherent contrast
of -0.8 with respect to the sky. hut we input some other value, what is the error in derived
visibilitv due to this input error. The visibility we would derive is given by Eq. 2.2 using
the input CQ; the visibility we should have derived, given the correct Co value, is given by
Eq. 2.2 with a C0 of 0.8 input.

Thus to determine the error in the derived visibility, one first computes visibility using
the input CO value and Fq. 2.2. then divides this by the visibility computed using a C,,
value of 0.8. For example, if a target at range 10 miles has an apparent contrast Cr value of
0i2. and the correcr C,, is 0.8. the derived visibility found using Eq. 2.2 should be 20
ailes. An input C,, value of ().( would yield a derived visibility of 22.6 miles, for an error

The error is computed for a range of input Cr and (C• values. Note that the error does
not depend on the input rmanc (r) value, and the input v value is not normally varied: thus
the,,e variables do not impact thc assessment of the error due to C, uncertainty.

In the Test la plot, the tuncertainty is plotted as ;I flnction of measured apparent
contrast Cr. Note that when cCr is close to .05, the error approaches 0. Physically, this
occurs when the targtt is at a ranrc about equal to the visibility; that is, the apparent

-2
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contrast approaches the visuall threshold of .05 \Ashen thle target range is, closc it) tkc

visihi I tv. 'Thus thle pllot may he interpreted as shm, wnt!n that the error due to un1Certa~ % It
C( is quite small It' tile uariet ratnize is stunilar to hie \ I\i NIl~ hi n, heome, s larcerX is hC
ttaroet range becomes sit eni r.. ' v i5ss tha In thIe k 'IhiI iv,

The I IS I at writhin has two auitomatic eutoff vAt nes. When Vj/r is less thtan 1. 1 5 or
greater than 4.0, thle visibil'ty \vi ~ue is givern a 'e.reater thwn or 'levs than" value. InI Te'.t
I a, the curves are plotted in black (solid li nes ) where thle \'/r ~alues Ilie within this, r~ml'rce
and the derived VISi hi]itV Values are used- the portions of the ctrtc V. hich are Lre, ,
where V/r values are otitside the hounds. [or cexample. ifI a C,) value 4f .6 i, Input, th( V.,
Cutoff Occurs at at measured Cr value of , ;. and thle mlax imulu errl r is, ahout 30'(. 'I he
-rev curves show what the error would he, If thle po(ssible C( imiran cc were chanLced dute ir
cha ngse in thle V/rcentoffs.

Test I b shows the sensitivity of visibhility ito C(I input errors. if the actual C( k~i 5. The
Values, Of .8 and .5 for actual C, were chosen for tests I at and 11). beCa us'e they are close to
the normal hounds we might expect to use. A C, of .X is perhaps typical of the hlackest
targets we can expect to find amrong targets of'opportunity: a1 (, ,-ailue of, .ý %%as, ehosetn to
represent it sgn i fiea n t non - ileat (non -Mback) tar-'et.

Test lb shows similar characteristic,, to Test ]ia, ]in thle sense that the error in)
determined visibility due to thle uncertarinty in thle C0 value is vanishinizlv small for targets at
range equal to visibility. The error increases ats the target range hccotnes, smaller, and
Measured apparent contrasts become larger. Thle errors becomle (it ite large at the 1ma irMuIIn
Cr Values. inldicatitiý c a cer-talirn.rxk associated with using non ideal targets.

Thle third and fourth plots. Tests !c and Id. show the impact of'(C, uncertainties in a
slkigtly different wvay. These plots show thle resul(Itw. errm rt if fi\%ed inpxit Value 1" lused.
but the actual inherent contrast of' the target \A. ith respect to thle horizon sky changes. I C,.
canl change because oftheil impact oftchaniging l ighti ng condi t u ns onl the target radiance:. it ,
also impacted by chanc11es in thle horizon radiance. Thie eqo i1ibniurn radiance, and therefo~re
horizon radiance, is highly dependent onl the path-of'-sight Is scattering angle \A ith respecitoi
tile sun.) For ain example of the impact of' changes in C,). consider thle case above %khere
thle visibility is 20 miles, and the range t0 miles. If C, is real ly .6, It can he derived frtim)
ILl. 22.2 tha;t Cr- Must have been .1I732- '[hen if we measure C, =- .1732. anld inpu~t a (
value of .8. we will derive at visibility value of' IX'. I miles. for a -9.4c; error.

It should be noted that in Test Ic, the V/n cutoffs all Occur at the same value Of Cr.
Looking at Eq. 2.2, one can see that if C0 and v are fixed, V/r will he directly related to Cr.

TheI S agorithm mutst compute V/r using 'its input value of C,. In T ests IcadI.ta
inpurt C, value is not changing, so thle v'alues of Cr associated \A, ith the V/4 cutoffs.J no tl(i
change. In Tests I a a'Ind I h. thle Input value of C,, is chian ging, and therefore the Cr value ait
which a given V/r threshold occurs changes too.

2.2 Results of' the C,, Setnsitivity ('omputatiotis

As noted in the previous sect ion, thle k ;: ýrs in derived - isibility (due to C,) uncertainty)
gTO to 0 wvhen the target range equals visibility. At shorter ranges, the error can heconle

tritte large. Thus, all four of the phots shw uitte cleart v that it is Important to know the C*,.
valuec reasonably well. 1For example. ft 11 'es I a, it te( ;Rtt. ial Inherent contrast is X, And
If Wne w1ishes to have\ý aII e~r()I ICY, than ?01 theC ero [(In III 1`1111t he thOutw I o)r k-s"
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It is also quuic obvious that the uncertainty is much less for ideal black targets than for
non-ideal targets. In Test l b, with actual inherent contrast of .5. the error can exceed 2(,,
even if the contrast is known to within an uncertainty of 1 or less, This implies that if a
non-ideal target is used. there will be loss of accuracy unless tile C, is very tightly
specified. or the range of acceptable Cr values is more tightly limited.

Even if we accurately specify the C0 value at some point in tinmc, the system is
,oiew-hat vulnerable to naturall changes in C-. As showrl in Test Ic. tile resulti ng visibilitv
errors are probably reasonable w hen a target near (',=.X is used. The error resulting from
a change in Co for targets near (',=.5. shown in Test Id, are quite large, implying that we
probably should not use targets ,k ith C0 values as low as .5.

Even though these C, sensitivity plots demonstrate a basic limit Of system accuracy,
there are some available trade-offs. We can help optimize system accuracy by utilizing a
combination of several options such as:

a) limiting our target, to C, values closer to 1 ; i.e. we should probably exclude any
targets with C, < .5.

bi 'sing V/r thresholds x+ hich depend on C,). That is, we could allow V/r values as
high as 4 when C,) is close to .8. but use a V/r limit wkhich is smaller when C0 is
less.

c) Determine more accurate C,, values, and better characterize variations in Co due to
changes in horizon brightness, thus minimizing errors in input Co as discussed
below.

Study of the nornlalll occurring (C, variations in tie available targets of opportunity. in
rlOtunction with the uLste Of the plots (I a- I di) A hich show tile impact of these variations.

sh )ald a llow us to optimizc the,,e tradeoffs.

Regarding option "c" above, there has been considerable interest in extracting the C,,
vtalues, as discussed in Section 5 of Johnson, et al, 1990. If the visibility for aI given scene
can be determined, either based on a median value for the targets, or based on an
independent source, one should he able to back out the value of C(0 required for a given
tareet tov yield that visibility value.

,IhC first goal of J (', study would be determination of the differing C(, values for a
variety of targets. A second goal would be characterizing the variation in ('j over time for
each target. This variation of (',• over time, for a given target, is caused by changes in (l-,,
al kkell as changes in 1J., The changes in bLo are most strongly driven by changes in
scattering angle,, with respect to the sun: this should be well behaved. Changes in bLo due
to aerosol load should be more ditficult to handle. 1l.ik'wise. changes in I1.o due to the
changiring lighting distrihuti m on the target, as weig-hted by the directional reflectance of the
taroct, are complex. Wherca,, it shiuld be possiblc to improve our current handling ol
input (', values, weC d(o not CxpccI 10 t Lullv predict the (',, behavior.

II order to enablc a ('U, sItit.% i1 is first i lipuortant t( i ndLIerstan(d other sources of error
(n v\isbility: this l,.as part of the rcaon for making this current study. It may also be
inipu'rtant to derive coriNe ,. sýijnir to tho.se shlo iwn in 1t1h follwing section. whitch slho\
the sen, itivi '• of, the Cextractcd (',, value to various types of error. In this way, the study

'an he designcd to maoxitniie the (C) information returned, al.d mini inn 1e the impacts of
llmieasurement error oil the (',, (Li.'t it Llll i onI1.



3.0 SENSITI VITY () T MEASIREI) TAR(GE IUNERTAINTIES

InI aniy measurcelelnt stseml. thcere are linmt, to ilea',nrccnent accuracy. InI the IH]S,
these can be caused by a numiber of factors such ias measurement noise or non-uniformiv
in the basic chip sWnsitivity. This section (iscusses tile imipact (i'f uncertainties in the
mieaured target relative radiance.

3.1 (Computation of Sensilkily to Measured Target U ncertainties

The signal from the target is actuall it relative radiance, in the sense that relative. but
not absolute, radiances are determined over the scene. Thiis Is a result of the use of the
auto-iris. The auto-iris causes a fixed percentage change over the "hole scene. From the
definition of apparent contrast, -q. 23, it may he show~n that these relative radiances yield
an absolute measurement of apparent contrast.

The radiances are digitized on the image hoard by an A/I) converter, to yield signal,
between 0 and 255. In this section we determline the error in computed visibility if there are
known errors in this digeiized signal. Signal noise is normally about 2-3 counts, whether
thle signal is near 0 or near 255. Many other types of signal errors ,ke observe appear to be
primarily additive, i.e. of a fixed value rather than a fixed percentage of the signal.
Therefore, it was decided to determine the visibility error for signal errors of a given
magnitude rather than a given percent. Errors of ± 2 and ± 4 counts, on the 0-255 scale.
were selected,

An error in the measured target relative radiance will cause an! error in the apparent
contrast of tile targct with respect to the horizon skv. The resulting error in derived
visibility is itself a tfunctio, o the ap.a-e.t coMtrast. In order to present the data iln a
manner which wotild he useful for further engineering studies, it was decided to plot the
resulting error as it function of the measured apparent contrast,. rather than the actual
apparent contrast (because the I IS1 can only return tile me'asured apparent contrast).

If there is an error given bv the variable Err, the measured apparent contrast becomes

C (,I, +Err - bL,)

,Lr 3,1

(where the minus sign converts to the positive Cr values used in the plots). Suppose one
obtains a measured contrast of Cr , wkhich includes an error as given in Eq. 3.1. One can
show that tile actual apparent contrast C'' is related to this measured apparent contrast by

L C, ' rr

,I,, 3.2

Then we can compute tile visibilitv the I IS1 wvould return from using Eq. 2.2 with an input
value of Cr. and we can compute the c(,rrect visihility (ass ,mciated with 0 error) by u.,sin1

.q. 2.2 with an input value of ('U,. as given bw I. 3.2.

Note that by using this approach, in conjunction with -q. 3.2, one derives the
visibility error as a function of the measured (erroncous) Cr value. This is somewhat more
complex than computing the visibility error as a funIct ion of actual app-rent contrast (i.e. tile
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value that would have been measured in the absence of error). It was decided to use the
measured apparent contrast in the plot, since this is the parameter which is available on the
HSI.

As an example, if C' is .8, and the measured horizon brightness is IMX, a,, in Test 2a,
and a measured Cr value of-.2 is obtained for a target at range l( miles, this means that the
measured target radiance was 80. If this target radiance measurement included an error of
+4. then the actual target radiance should have been 76. That is, the measurement was +4
too high. Then the actual Cr value should have been -,24. The actual visibility, obtained
from using .24 in Eq 2.2, is 23.0 miles, whereas the visibility returned by the 1HSI would
be 20 miles, which is 131',' low.

Tests 2a through 2d are plotted as a function of the measured Cr. Since Eq. 3.2
depends on horizon brightness. plots have been created for horizon brightnesses of 200.
v, hich are the normal settin,. and I(X), which is nonnally the lower limit. The results are
also dependent on C,. and have been computed with Co values of .X and .5.

3.2 Evaluation of Sensitivity to Measured Target Incertainties

The deviations in the Test 2 series are some\, hat less, in general. than those shown in
the Test I series. That is, the ,ensitivitv to meCasured target uncertainty is in general less
than the sensitivity to C,) unertainyV. The error in visibility is most sensitive to measured
target uncertainties at low Cr values, i.e. when the target range is close to the visibility.
That is. whereas the 4.0 V/r cutoff is critical in minimizing errors due to C0 uncertainties, it
is the other end, the 1. 15 V/r cutoff, \ hich is critical inl minimizing errors due to il-r
uncertainties.

A comparison of TVests 2a and 2h shows immediately that there is considerable
advýantate, in terms of this type of error, in keeping the horizon radiance high. If the auto-
iris Is set so that the horizon radiance stays near 2(X. and targets with Co near .8 are chosen
(Tcst 1b, the error resulting fromi a measurement error of ± 2 is less than 5"7- over most of
the Spaln.

The situation is not (Ilite ,,M good " hen targets w ith C, values near .5 are chosen, aIs
",hion\\ in 'rests 2c and 2d. l'cst 2c illustrates that the combination of low (C, and low
ho rizon radiance are the worst case. In this plot, the error resulting from a measurement
crror of ± 2 is between 10 aOInd 20'(, ,

An obvious first step in utilizing these results is to ensure that the auto-iris is set so that
the measured horizon radiances are reasonably high. i.e. near 2W0.

It would be useful to determine the source and magnitude of typical measurement
error,,. Whereas the electronic noise can create an error of 2-3 counts in a specific pixel,
the measured target radiances are normally the average of several pixels, and should not be
stubject to large random errors. We need to determine tile typical error due to noise in the
"spatially averaged signal. If it is- too large. additional temporal averaging could be used to
minimize it.

A slow rise in the dark cu rent si nal could also contribute to a nmeasurcment error.
This mav be more important th;i o the noisc, since ,patial averaging does not decrease the
error. Again. the data needs to bc evaluated to determine t\ypical error magnitudes. If
nlccc ss, a ry, a light trap ci mt I be in stalled at one a zimut hal look angle, to enable
measurcment and correction of the dark signal.
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Another source of mneasureenirt error Is the spatiajl non), uni formnity in Illhe: sentsor chip 1
This can be evaluated by extracting the signal for the yarnov )U5tareet positions, from a
calibration m'leasuremlenit taken wvith u nif-orni lighting onl the chip. (T[his, callihatioul
measutremnentt has already been acqutired at a variety of light evlas part of the linearit \
calibration.) If this non ami bOnnitv is tound to be lareec enough to cause a srignficant er-ror
(as indicated by Tests 2a- 2d ). the non- unitormi tv co uld as vhe compensated for in the
visibility algorithin.

AS with11 the C(N sensitivity study, the plot.,, \xhich h ave been generated sho%& thle
sensit wits' of, visibilitv to a giveni error: in this case a niciisu reient error, It retmain" to
deterIne1111 the masnalude of the measurement error\, whichi exi st, and then decide ýkhichl'i
any1 of the above correct ion procedulres seem warranted.

4.0 SENSITIVITyu To MEASURED) HORIZON' BRIGHTNESS
I N C FRT AIN TIFS

Jnst as there miar he errors in the determnination of the targyet relative radiance. there
ma\r be errors in the determination of the horizon relative radiance. These errors fa-ll into
tw'O (liitte dIiS i uct CO'.-t'OY0rCS. T[here miar be rvieasuremenil errors. tn whichi the returnied
signal sincorrect duie to noise. dlark current, or chiip non. mL oni tyriit. And there rmar he
errors in the viiilicdterminationl because the measured backgrJound sky is not in falct tile

s:Ic S the eq niIihbi lmu radiance. duLe to ei ther m~isplkacement of the horizon repgonl ot
interest, or coFnI taM i ntio of' the reg,[)io of interest byv clouds;, or other obsitruct ions to

In either case. there is an error in the detertmination of what is assumned to be
eqilibritimi radiance. If this error has a given miagnimude. in terms of signal change, the niet

effect kin the derived visillilItV will be the s-ame. Thus. aithough hs lt r rmrl
intended to show the effect of measurement error, they can also he Lused to evaluate the
impact of deviations from the ideal clear horizon. Test set 3a-3d e2vAaluaes the sensitivit,ý of
derived visibility to the mea~sureen1lt LIncertaint ies.

4.1 Computation of' Sensitivity to Measured Horizon Uncertainties

As with the earlier plots, we wish to plot the errors as a function of the measured
(rather than actual) apparent contrast. If there is a measurement error in the horizon
radiance, then the measured apparent contrast (allowing for the change in sign) becomes"-

-+ ( , 1, + 1E.rr))

1,h +- Frr') i

(simillar to IEq. .. 1 ). Theni it can al so lle shown that for ai illeatired Cr value, as given
abhove, the correct value of apparent contrast, Cr'. iS givenl hy

Since thIls is simtillar in concept to the derivation of' the error resulting from targ'et
rtieasttremnicitLincertAtinty, I will riot show a numeric example. As with the previous test
set, sample colmputtatlions have been made l'or horizon radiances of 100 and 2W0, and C,,
values of' .8 and] .5,
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4 .2 Evaluation of Sensiti~ ith to M1easured Iforizon Uncertainties

Plots la-3d arciue siruLar to plots, 2a 21d. O n eatch ot the tomr plots, thle largest errou
occurs" when C7 ale are near 0 5. '1hat Is, as wA ilth loiN 2a 2d, thle wo rst citm cet the
weasurement eror occurs, wkhn the tartzet range. is, close to tile visibil it". The V/r cuh (f I. at
1. 1 5 protects thle sstemIro til te largest errirs (In the grey region ofceac:h 1111c).

A :otlipatrki ofi plot 31 t And At) flas well a1 3c vs -d shlows tile signliticant adv'antaee
In kceeping the horioin radkiainceo %alues necar 2WX Withrough properstine Of the ailto iris).
Similarly, a coinpari si tit f phlot,, v, 3ý ,and 3 B) vs 3ýd. shows, thle akklv Atwc ofn'n
dark 1arcets., with inherent radiane'.clos to X (or. close to 1 . ideal ly)

As wit the prc~lous tests. followk-up actioti should include. C\ allation of the
mu nI t'!II'de ot t pie-ý a i err. 'rs I he Lri on ra.diance can he impitpcted h\ the same

Ieasurement errors niiertotied in) 'Sectionl 3 2. nammte1lv noise, dar-k ott set, and dhil non
un1iformity. In addition, we nee'd to c aluatec thle mitgnitude of' the signal error dueI to
misp.~lacement .. ifi the i i itn re en m of inmerest t Rol or e( rruption of thle scene k v cloud,,.
11 It ruft ~hte reasoinab t, acqluire two horliou ROl'S. anld evaluate the stan~dard dev\'Iltion i,
ech0 Rol as wkell ats the -oiparatime brightness. In this way the lis 11Could automlaticall\
detect casýes in which the hor!I on Is imjpaýctd by. clus IJalutI oi of thle dataj to
decterru tic thle merit of theseo \ arti is schemecs lo r improving eqt till Iibriunt radianeCC
dvtemimnattOn seemsl aippropria11te

5.0 SENSITIVITY 'T) NON-I.INEARITY OF~ C:AMEKRA RESPONSE

The: ('11) sensr chip,. in the- ý,IIcamer, in %.OnjumiItbon vwnh the caimerai electronm, ics.sld a
rca~ nalvlinear camera epos That 1s. the output sigmal sit) generl proportinal t

tOe mri hriuhtncss,, (orI relatioe radiance: in ob~ject. space), I lowever. thle relation 'is not
perfIct.,, particulIarly near the: hi cli end of thle camecra sens"itivity ranoce. Therefore an
evaluth~ion of scnsitivit\% n( this t\ pv of erri-ir seemis appropriaite.

*I C omputation Of Serisiti~ it% to Whjsured Non-linearit N

( up utattions ot thec error reul icFrom can icra non- linearity are relatively straight
forrw ard. i mean iv calibrations hatve kecn acquired for all cameras, tihe\- are reduceed Ia,

iise scdin) \CIeo A V S.9 I )t '[e ic OIIItpi Of at linearity calculation is at look-.1 tip table
Ii) in ech measured si enaml vallm-, this table lkist a corrctied signal which is linearly related to
the oric-in.l radiance venerattim- the: meas~uredsia.

Hf the horizoin has, at measiured brightness given b\ hiL, and thle measured contrast IN
( . iticart be show ii that thle incjeircd tarcet rAdiairce is, given by

!;ll in,- for thle chance II i-n s i in r

1o a1 :1ii %~ em' (r value.;C lte- \ isihin~l Iv It -CturmmI 1" theI11. I I St I s gi ven h\ tI A. 2.2.ý the
viiAl tvwlcih has been-T corres' ted for thei non-linearity mlay be ob-tainied, by running the

nKIi/on ra1diance thronchJ thle hniMteat look tipI table. running the: tare radiaince In Eq. 5 1
through the look-tip table, and rvcoulpiitinu visibili~ty.

Asý an exam11ple. let C(', equlkd X. and t he lion ion radiance equal IMX. as, in Test 4a.
When ('r .2. (the I., vaItieci i.tlipiiite( Ifrom F(q 5,1 is X0. Application Of the I inearity tahle



t'or thle first s\ ste in ( Icmit ttiMIest A~N 0210 correctis the -value of ~(0S to 8-.2, and Ithc valu I icý
if f)to I(XW.7. I I),e cmwrccIt.,cIt corrI I: tst def vcl- If'( Io It 1:-( 2 hekoines A S4 X I ch corrected
isibilitv. froml l-A 2.2. i" Ohwn IX S' wheni thek tai!eet r loc 'I tO l[e viNibihity retu~rned I",

the lis 151Il hae (firc"m1\ computecd 1wiumi 1q.- 2.uiC, 2. this v~luc 1'" 21). vkhiltB 1'
thuis about W(V hgh.

A\s In tile prey ions sect ions, these compuhat ions ha'o: e ben run I'r C,~, =~ .5 and X. and
horizon1 radiance ý- 1(X aid 2(X)- InI addit io ni conmutat ioinN have been made fo(r h 'ri/011
radilance = 220, for the: followiniz reasons. The camiera ,cnsitivit\ tenids f'or Most Nx~i
to he reisonaihl linear over most of th Ilcpan, bilt tend"s 1n bec& ,r1eI Imn-crasi nglv non-11,1
,is tile uipper limniti of- 255 is approatched. Since the error caii become somie~khal Crit iL.ill

depentdent onl die hi wi on rad~iance above 2W,) it wxas dec iled to run additio nal c~calen itn -n
for a hori/on Ni cual (it 220). I]he resultingi set of 0 plots are labeled Test 41a throuch *[et 41

In eachI plot, four curves are given. The first c urve. fro m hinearity LI N020, is f'or the
camera .k hiich is, current lv at O)tis. Thle third. L.1N028. is for the camera currently at MITP1
T]he other m ~o are ra ndOmlvk chosen lI eait les (the ones that happened to be on m\v
COn piter), and were acquLiired fo r ealileras ise in WS I uinits. lThev are inclIutded to m y
the wader a bletter fec I for the ran cc of values, that mig ht occu1r.

S.2 l; alluatioi of' Seflsitiitv~ to NMeastircd Non-linearit v

Tlhe selnsitivity, curves fOr the linecaritv are riot soOf Well ehve-d ats the earlier plots.
Consider first Tests -1a through -4c, iLe, thosýe \,kith C,:.9. In Test 4b, one can see that for
I .,values oit 2190, all fouir cameras viel d pretty similar results: the error is about -5'ý to
-I )'4 , and essent ially vinidependen~t of the Cr value. When the horizon radiance is higcher. at
ai lev el of 2201 (lest 1,,. one of the cameras, represented by L1N02-1. has a quite large error
(it about 2" . (I' , oýccurs because thl'S oneC c~amera Is siil Tasoflahix linear at a signal0
2(0., bitt is somewhat nion-I inear at the si mnal of 22(0. At the 1, %-,Iitie of' 100, sho'.%n in)
Tlest .1a. three of the systems, are qulite accurate, but on N" about high.

The plots for (~.5. Tests 4d through 4f. are similar in character, although the
macJnitudes of the errors become some~k hat larger.

As noted abovme, several of the plots, such as Test 4b, show little variance in the
percent error as Cr is va,,ried. This Implies that in a given scene, both near and far target,,
would have roughly the same percent error. Thus the non-linearity of the camnera causes. inl
thiis example. ain overall bias iii the visibil ity determination, rather than a lack of consistency
hetm\ en the inrd ividunal target returns.

It is helpfutl tom understand why the effect of- the noni-Ii nearit v can be so large. Consider
the ease or the horizon radiance set at 2(X, and an inherent contrast oif .8. The \'/r limits
serve to limit the C,. range to .07 to A4. In terms of target radiance, this means that the
si,-naI can be used only If' it is between 120 and 1 86. This means that only a sonmewhat
narrow range ofmsgnals are beinmz used )in the visibi lity determination. The determination1 is
essentially based on difference nmeasuremrents: precision becomes quite critical. Thle
nutneric: example in Section 5.1 Iis a good example of' this. The linearity correction x% as
oink, about 2.2 at a signal of' 80(,1 (a 3 correction), vet the Impact was I 617 change in
determi ned vsiSihi lit .

The noti linear-ity Is an instrumntcnation chairacteristic which can be compensated for in
the ,oftwarc. lI( ihe extent that we are able to characterize the system1 response accuirately.
andl to the extenlt that t hat response doces not chminge. w~e shou d be abhle to make reasonable
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corrections. The next section discusses further the extent to which this system response

can be characterized.

5.3 Characterization and Stabilily of' System Response; Implications

As noted above, the linearity correction can be quite critical. Applying a linearity
correction is easy and quick, in terms of software development and processing time.
However it is important that the application of the linearity actually represent an
improvent -t. In order for this to be true, we must be able to measure the system response
accurately. and the response must be reasorably stable.

In order to evaluate the extent to which these two conditions of accuracv and stability
are true, three more plots labels Test 5a through Test 5c were generated. It turns out that
one of the systems characterized in the Test 4 series was fielded for over a year, and then
returned for post calibration. This system, characterized by linearity IJN024, was chosen
for study.

First, in order to characterize the measurement accuracy, a closer look at L1lN024 was
taken. During the linearity calibration, a duplicate set of measurements is acquired. First,
the lamp is moved through a set of positions to characterize the change from the bright end
to the dark end. Then a repeat set of data is acquired, moving this time from the (lark end
to the bright end. Suppose that at some point in time the repeat scit ot data on the linearitV
accurately characterize the system response. but we use the initial linearity data set to make
our correction. The resulting error gives a measure of our measurement uncertainty caused
by signal to noise ratio. in terms of its impact on the visibility determination. This is what
is shown in Curve I of Plots 5a through 5c. The errors are quite small: nearly always less
than 1%. Thus measurement error in the linearity determination is probably not enough to
cause a problem. (Another test was run in which a camera was calibrated using two
different calibration setup configurations, to characterize our measurement error caused by
stray ligzht or other setup errors. The impact of this difference on the visibilit,
determination is less than 3%.)

It is also important to test the impact of stability of syztem response. The camera
calibrated in IIN024 was taken into the field (in a WSI unit" and run 24 hours a day for
ovwrt a year. On return, it ,as recalibrated (LIN042), and found to be somewhat truncated.
The fuil dark value had come tip from a signal of I to a signal of 15, and the full bright
value had decreased from 226 to 210. Thus both ends had contracted by counts of about
15. This is not unexpected after a year in the field.

"ILo curves have been computed from this linearity data. Curve 2 in Plots 5a through
5c. labeled 42 vs 24, shows the impact on the visibility if the camera actually has the
response indicated by L.1N042, but the user applies the linearity correction based on
I.N024. Thus, if one had measured the camera response as shown in I.1N024, and

applied this consistently, but the camera drifted over time to the response indicated by
I.IN042, the resulting error in the computed visibility would be as shown in Curve 2.
Curve 3 shows the error if" the response is as indicated by LIN042, and no linearity
correction is made. Thus these two curves show the impact of drift in system response,
, ith and without the use of the pre-deployment calibration.

The error shown in curves 2 and 3 of Plots 5a through 5c is disconcertingly large, It
is probably not atypical. Most of the cameras experience an increase in the dark level ot 15
to" 3() counts in the period of a year or more, and many experience high end truncation. The
IISI unit may or may not have had a similar change. It has not been calibrated in 2 years,
but it may not change as much per year due to its much shorter duty cycle of only a few
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houirs a (day',. The fact remains t hat this is a very s4il ificani s( 'ircc a1 error that deserve,,
somle attefltiafl.

Over the short run. an Immediate answer it) the problem of drift in the systemn response
is, to recalibrate t$,,: Sensors mare frequently. In particular, we need to check the response
oIf thle tWO Units currentlyII in se in I 151 units. Over the long ruln, thle Use Of' SanTC Sort Of
nr-field calibration deicOe miay he warran ted. Placing a light trap in thc field ofVC vieat thle

ho me position Shou~ld alI wiis to mani tar thle increase in the full dark Ic'scl. TIhe oecasit mud
uIse Of an artificial source 'b hilch \A~ ould saturate thle Image (radiometricall I v% orldalhr
mon~itoring of the high. endl truncatio,..

It' feasible, the use of at field calibration device which could provide well det mled
rolatic yeLI Iiulevels withinl anl imlage mi ght alIlowe in -situ determinifationl Of thle effectiv
re PWSlN 'C curve. ta~r in-fii tie (1U latirp nf tithe linearity curve. In short, the type (At emrro
11cdicated by Test 5 ik one that \Thoud hi b reasonably avoidable. throughJ proper cal ibrat ion
()the camera. but itis an em (r th at is apparently important to avoid-

6.0 SENSITIVITY TO) TARG;ET RANGE AN) CoNT*RASTr
T[HIRESHIOLD

In the previous section,,. plots have been shown which Illustrate the systemn sen\;iu'itv~
to errors in the Iinput C(' value. errors in the measured target and horizon radiances, and
errors dlue to system response non-lineariy. There are two remaining Input valuecs: the
taruet rangec. and the c threshold.

6. 1 Sensitivity to T'arget Range

In considering errors In targe~t range, it is probably reason able to consider the fractioinal
error. For at taret %khich is near, it is reasonably easy to pinpoint its hwation wi]thin a small
raldilu\. [or a farther target. it is Increasingly difficu~lt to pinpoint its location: the expected
ane1ýCrliantv might be at given fraction of the target distance.

'I hc \Cunsi tis11 (it's, v isIbib, ivt) errobrs in target range at a given percenti is quite easy to
ct-im~pute. From FoIq. 2.2, it ma's he shr wn that an errolr oft x" in range yields an1 errm (ifa
the same per(cent In visibility, 'Ihat is, if' one inputs aI range value WhiL 11 is 5, highl. tire
rcsultimn, visibility ms, Ill be 5' h iglh. Thi s is at Simple enough relatio h in i ilpr at no plots, were
mad,:. it is safe to concuelic that If the lAS I is to be accu'rate within ita givent percent. the
tareect r.11"2es mu1Lst be aILc[luaItC to that percent.

6.2 Sensiti'ity to Contrast Threshold

[he situation with visual threshold c is some\Alliat different. It is my opinion that this
nuMilber should not nornnally be vairied. Visibility is defined in terms of a threshold contrast
k~f J) 5, The huiman has ait treshold contrast of approximately .05, if the target size and
l~irlt &r liptaitin level are manaintmcd, along wit h other parameters such ats glimpse time.

Hie Ituman threshold contrast is si uni ficantly changed if these conditions are chanced.
[-()r example. it' the h umrnn looks at a very small tar-et (or very large). the threshold
- ' yntrast will change, and the hutrttan %k's,]l make anl crroneOLJ, determnination of visibility. If'
"V.C LihO( sc to change thle i11prit v 'sale ucin the I IS I. we can simulate the humnan error, and]

t2Ir ilete c'spc~ted erri r thirat thle human mtight make. In general however. tilie I IS I
ý,hr~l uintr to ret urn the u((rrect v s h Iit(~n)t \N hat thle ii 'ian might call wvith an Inadequate

tafVe de ia , thisb imairtaininug the Input v, value associated with the definition ot
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visibilitv. T'herefore ftr this sensitivity study, it was not deemed appropriate to detcrrineIR

sensitivity to changes in V.

7.0 SUMMARY

Two summary plots, containing curves extracted from the earlier sections, have been
created: one for Co =.8. I.I = 2( ), and one for C, = .5, 1,1 - 20). In these plots, the four
curves show: the impact of a C() change of .1, the itipact of a measured target radiance
change of 4 (on the () to 255 scale)- the impact of a measured horizon radiance change of-I,
and tie imnp:,wt of system non-linearity for the system at Otii,.

All of these uncertainties caln cause a certain aitmoutnt of error. The sensitivity to CO
uncertainty is very small when the target ralie is close to the visihility (near Cr = .05), and
fairly large when the target is closer. Unfortunately however, the measurer.ient
uncertainties cause the most error when the target range is close to the visibility. That is.

when the CO impacts are least, the measurement error impacts are largest.

There are some techniques for improving our CO estimates, but in the final analysis the
CO changes may be most difficult to handle. The measurement uncertainties may in many
cases be mitigated by a combination of improved measurements techniques and improved
data reduction techniques. As the magnitude and/or impact of measurement uncertainties
are improved, it should be possible to chose targets closer to the visual threshold, which
should help mitigate the impact of the Co, uncertainties.

Another way to look at the system is to consider that the ability to determine visibilit,,
from targets ranging near the visibility depends on the ability to accurately determine the
difference between signals which are quite close. This requires precision, stability, and
accuracy in the measurements acquired by the system. At the other extreme, the ability to
deTermine visibility from targets which are at close range (and which therefore have
apparent contrast somewhat close t- the inherent contrast) depends on our ability to
accurately characterize the C0 values and their fluctuations.

In the short run, there are obvious ways in which improvements can be made in terms
of measurements. These include keeping the horizon radiance near 2(0X, and measuring
and applying the non-linearity correction. Other potential improvements such as correctinn
for chip non-uniformity, to improve measurement accuracy, may or may not be warranted.
There are a variety of tests to help us determine questions such as this one.

A significant improvement in the current accuracy should be readily realized as these
changes are enacted. In the long run, as solid state sensors improve in stability and noise
handling, we should expect significant improvements in the measurement capabilities.
These in turn should allow us to make better use of the measurement regimes in which the
sens,.,vitv to C, changes becomes small.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

As an outcome of this study, there are a number of changes and/or tests which should
be considered. These fall roughly into two categories. The first category is changes
having to do with measurement accuracy, including both improvements to the measurement
accuracy, and changes to mitigate the impact of measurement inaccuracy. The second
category is changes having to do with the handling of non-ideal measurement conditions,
such as non-ideal targets or non-ideal horizon skies. These two types of improvement
categories will be discussed below.
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8.1 Improvements Relating to Measurement Accuracy

The first and most obvious change I would recommend is to ensure that the horizon
radiance is near 200 counts. Whereas this does not in itself increase the measurement
accuracy, it significantly mitigates the effects of measurement inaccuracy. With the MI'L
unit, the horizon signal is curTently near I(X); we need to verify that the camera response
has not become truncated due to internal problems, and then adjust the auto-iris to yield a
horizon brightness near 2(X). With the Otis unit, we similarly need to det,'rmrine the current
signals which occur for the horizon, and optimize them as necessary.

We need to acquire a new linearity calibration for the MPL unit, to determine how
much change, if any, has occurred since the original calibration. It will be somewhat morc
difficult to acquire a linearitv calibration for the Otis unit, but this is certainly something Ito
do when possible. I would propose that we incorporate application of the linearity
correction into a test version of the software. We should devise a technique for testing the
sensor response in the field. Installation of a, light trap, to enable testing of the dark end of
the responsivity curve, could help us begin testing the efficacy of this sort of in-situ
procedure.

Next, there are several tests that involve investigation of the magnitude of existing
measurement errors. As discussed earlier, both the horizon and target radiances are
impacted by noise, changes in full dark, and chip non-uniformity. Any change in full dark
may be treated as part of the sensor responsivity change documented by the linearity'
calibration, and need not be treated separately for now.

The magnitude of system noise averaged over the horizon and target ROI's may be
evaluated by grabbing several images of the same scene in close temporal succession, and
comparing the resulting signals averaged over the ROI's. The errors due to chip non-
uniformity may be evaluated using the linearity calibration data. If one wants to know the
magnitude of non-uniformity for a given target location, one extracts the signal for that
target ROI and for the horizon ROI, but using a calibration image of a uniform source. We
can then decide if either system noise or chip non-uniformity cause errors large enough to
require compensation.

Since the impact of measurement error is worst as V/r approaches the lower limit of
1. 15. and the impact of non-ideal Co is wor-.,t as V/r approaches 4.0, there is benefit in
asoiding these limits. Since the optimum range is a function of the visibility, it is important
to have enough targets so that there are always several within the optimum range, for all
possible visibility values.

Within the limits imposed by the availability of real world targets, an effort should be
made to select many targets over a range of target distances. (For those familiar with
transmissometers, it may be helpful to note that whereas a transtiissomeier is reasonably
accurate over a range Of Visibility valies determined by its base length. the JISI is

rcaonablv accurate over a range of visibility values determined by the target ranges. By
uing very near targets under low visibility conditions, and far targets under high visibility
co.,nditions, we are creating an impact similar to adjusting the transmissometer base length.i

Note also that it is vcry inmportant that the range to these targets he deterniiined
ac .urately, since the error in visibility due to an error in range is directly proportional to the
range eror. This may Involve driving out to the sites, and visually identifying the targets
hi nuz used.
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8.2 Improvements Relating to Non-ideal (onditions

There are several things which can he done to improvc tihe system with regard to) mm-
ideal conditions. First, consider the Impact of horion sky problem,,. If tilhe mvasturcd
horiion radiance is not cquial to tihe equilibriuini radiance. there is al corre,,pondinig error in
the visibility. Under clear sky conditions, the near-horizon radiance is expected to decrease
away from the etquilibrium radiance value as the elevation angle is increased. This oxccur,
due to the decreasing turbidity of the path (, sight.

It would be instructive to extract the change in hori/on radiance over the r,.nge (if
elevation angle in lhe I ISl field-of-vicw. This can he done w ith existing IIlSI inll,_1t1i.
This ikould allow its t dletermirne the range of elcvation angles which provide a ,ut ficic nil
accurate determinatioa. of tile equilibrium radiance Oin the absence of clouds).

Similarly, we should investigate tile incidence of clouds on the horizon which arc
bright enough to cause error. We can probably improve our handling of this possibility by
using two horizon RO's, and checking the signal standard deviation in each, as well a!, the
difference in tile average signals, If one ROI has a high STD and/or elevated signal, use ot
the other ROI might avoid the cloud. If both ROrs have high STD's, there is probabl\
little that can b•e done currently other than alert the user, or potentially not use the vi sihiity
for that scene. A test pro•ram to invcstigate these possibilities ,htould be implemented.

Over the longcr run, the case ofcloud clutter at tilhe ihoron might he addressed by the
next generaltion larger field-of-view WSI I'f we make deterniinatitins usinlg the \•VSI of
"where the clouds are, it should be feasible to utilize horizon ROl's which are in the clear
areas indicated bv the WSI. Similarly, introduction of a red/blue filter changer to the IISI
could allow detenninatiln of the clear horizon regions for use in visibility determlination.

Finally colncs the really difficult problem, changes is (C). O)ce we have improved the
(IctnlroIt'"'tle s\'slcill tof tlie ways discussed above, we will probably want to t;icklc
dcicrmination of Th. This is done by using the median visibility deteminled from the
available targets, or an independently determined visibility, then detemining what (,
values for each target will yield that visibility.

It would be very helpful to run curves similar to the ones in this technical note which
determine the sensitivity of the Co determination to known errors, so that we can adjust our
technique appropriately. (For example, we know intuitively that the targets must be at
close range. relative to the visibility, in order for visibility to be sensitive to Co. ,khich
necans tarlgets must be close to back out the C,, value. lBut d(oes mteasurement error thent
c;aUse iundue problenis?)

If we are successful with (-'C, extraction, a stludy of tile time variation in C, would be
helpful. The equilibrium radiance is expected to change as a function of the scattering angle
wvith respect to tile sutn. This gives us a theoretical change in C0 due to the change in tile
horizon brightness. If this is dominant over changes due to target brightness, tile diurnal
changes in C(" might be reasonably predictable.

9.0 ((ONCIAIJISN

This note has presented plots illustrating the sensitivity of the visibility derived from
the I SI nmeasurements to a variety of sources of uncertainty. In general, the errors depend
on the magnitude of the apparent contrast, which in turn depends on the relative values of
visibility and target rangc. The sensitivitv to measurement error is maximized when the
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target range is close to the visibility; the sensitivity to inherent contrast, on the other hand,
is greatest when the target range is much less than the visibility.

This study has defined sonic obvious ways to improve the system, as well as some
areas requiring investigation of the data. Over the long term, retrofitting the I IS! with thc
new generation of coo•lcd solid state sensors provides potential for further improvcmcnil
With less noise, higher radiance resolution, and better stability, these cameras should allow
more precise measurements and a corresponding improvement in the visibility
determinations from the IISI.
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